
 

 

A Vision Board is visual representation you create to signify things you want in life - 
experiences you want to have, people you want to bring into your life, situations you want 
to create, and feelings you want to manifest.  

1. Simply put Manifesting is the act of bringing a goal into reality,  
 

2. It’s putting intentional energy into your life   
 

3. Visualizing what you want and working towards making it happen in your life.   
 

4. If you can see it and believe it, then you can achieve it (though sometimes that’s 
not as easy as it sounds!) 
 

 
We have been taught to create vision boards with images that signify our goals and what 
we want in life but the actual goals or material things that we think we want, might end 
up NOT being what we actually want at all.  What we want from the material things are 
the feelings they evoke in us.   
 

 



Emotions and feelings are the secret ingredient in making a vision board that gets 
results. 
 
Understanding that it’s not the image that helps you achieve your goals but the feelings 
that you attach to those images that motivate you to feel certain way, how you want to 
live, who you want to be.  
 
 

Making a Vision Board has several purposes: 

1. To identify and gain clarity about what your most important goals, dreams, and 
intentions are. 

2. It can keep your emotional energy high 
3. A visual representation of the affirmations that keep you focused. 
4. A conduit for documenting your purpose, attracting items, experiences, people, 

and emotions into your life.  

Getting started: 

1. Choose categories that resonate with you  
o In life coaching we have a tool called the wheel of life and I ask clients to rate 9 or 10 

areas of life  
o Then I ask them to focus in on 3-5 areas they really want to focus in on 
o Each area of our lives affects each other so starting with one central vision board 

usually makes sense.   
o Now you may know that you want that whole vision board to be about connection 

or love or family – GREAT 
o You may also look at the list and say – ok – there are 3 or 4 or 5 areas that I want to 

focus in on - GREAT 
→ Health 
→ Creativity/hobbies 
→ Love relationship 
→ Family relationship 
→ Friendships 
→ Social life 
→ Career 

→ Finances 
→ Home enviroment 
→ Personal growth/ development 
→  Connect w/ nature 
→ Travel 
→ Spirituality/Inner pe

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

2. Let your creativity take over…there’s no room for overthinking, nor is it welcome 
here!  TAKE SEVERAL DAYS TO SIMPLY ENJOY BROWSING! 

o PUT A picture of yourself at the center of your board!  After all, this is YOUR 
board, isn’t it?  If a picture doesn’t resonate with you, perhaps a small mirror 
that you can attach to the top of it. 

o PUT your word (or phrase) for the year  
o Gather as many items as possible that could work on the board.  Examples: 

▪ Images!  From magazines, the internet, photographs, print outs 
▪ Words, 
▪ Phrases or quotes  
▪ Objects that inspire you 
▪ A note you received from someone you admire  
▪ An award signifying an accomplishment 

o Soften your focus and allow your thoughts, feelings, and intuition to guide 
you  

o Just cut out any image or word that attracts you, as these are subconscious 
messages from your brain, heart, and soul. 

 



3. Sort assets into piles based upon the categories in the wheel.  You may find that 
you have several layers in your piles.  As you sort through them, don’t forget to ask 
yourself WHY you’re choosing one over the other.  WHAT EMOTION does it make you 
feel?  HOW can you ACHIEVE what’s pictured?  WHAT SUPPORT do you need? 
 
***Don’t discard images you aren’t using, try saving them into a folder with the year 
on it.  You might want to refer to this folder later OR several years from now. *** 
 

4. Place your assets onto the board, laying them out without affixing them.  If you are 
like us, you will likely change the format around a bit before you decide to attach 
them.  Some of us like to do it by color.  Others by category.  The choice is yours, but 
we encourage you to play around with the layout.  

 
5. Consider leaving open space so you can accept in future ideas 

 
6. Create your vision board by taping/tacking/gluing the images.  A few years ago we 

started using double-sided tape so that IF we found images or other ideas that 
resonated more strongly with us, we could replace them.  

 
7. Place your vision board somewhere so you can look at it from time to time. 

 
8. Don't put timelines or deadlines on when things must show up in your life – these 

can happen at any time. 
 

 

9. Supplies needed 

1. Poster Board – We use 20″ x 30″ poster board because you can find inexpensive 
frames of that size in any discount department store or art supply store. 

2. Old magazines that you can tear from  
3. Additional images and words that you printed from the internet/ Pinterest 
4. Quotes that are meaningful to you 
5. Daily affirmations that are meaningful to you 
6. Scissors 
7. Double-sided sticky tabs you can buy at most photography stores so you can 

move things around as you want. 
8. A picture of yourself to put on the board 
9. Post-it notes to remind yourself why you cut something out ☺. These can be 

added to the back of an image so that you can review it later. 
10. Pen and marker for notes



 


